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Abstract
Accurate and careful benchmarking of different density-functional approximations (DFAs) represents
an important source of information for understandingDFAs and how to improve them. In this work
we have studied the lattice constants, cohesive energies, and bulkmoduli of 64 solids using six
functionals, representing the local, semi-local, and hybridDFAs on the ﬁrst four rungs of Jacob’s
ladder. The set of solids considered consists of ionic crystals, semiconductors, metals, and transition
metal carbides and nitrides. Tominimize numerical errors and to avoidmaking further approxima-
tions, the full-potential, all-electron FHI-aims code has been employed, and all the reported cohesive
properties include contributions from zero-point vibrations. Our assessment demonstrates that
currentDFAs can predict cohesive properties withmean absolute relative errors of 0.6% for the lattice
constant and 6% for both the cohesive energy and the bulkmodulus over thewhole database of 64
solids. For semiconducting and insulating solids, the recently proposed SCANmeta-GGA functional
represents a substantial improvement over the other functionals. However, when considering the
different types of solids in the set, all of the employed functionals exhibit some variance in their
performance. There are clear trends and relationships in the deviations of the cohesive properties,
pointing to the need to consider, for example, long-range van derWaals (vdW) interactions. This
point is also demonstrated by consistent improvements in predictions for cohesive properties of
semiconductors when augmentingGGA and hybrid functionals with a screenedTkatchenko–
Schefﬂer vdWenergy term.
1. Introduction
Density-functional theory (DFT) [1] in theKohn–Sham(KS) [2] framework has proven to be a very useful tool
in condensed-matter physics and quantum chemistry [3–7]. Its favorable ratio of accuracy to computational cost
makes it a powerfulmethod for calculating ground-state properties of large systems.Hohenberg–KohnDFT is,
in principle, an exact theory but as the formof the exact electronic exchange-correlation (XC) functional is
unknown, awide range of density-functional approximations (DFAs) have been proposed.
Cohesive properties (lattice constant, cohesive energy, and bulkmodulus) can be used as probes to identify
and understand the performance of each functional applied to solid-statematerials, and noticeably different
performance has been reportedwhen using different DFAs, with signiﬁcant deviations possible for a range of
properties(see e.g., [8–19]). Therefore, developing reliable and efﬁcient XC functionals that are applicable to a
broad range of systems remains an ongoing challenge. It is especially relevant now asDFT calculations are
becoming ubiquitous and numerically reproducible [20]. Investigating trends in predictions and deviations
from experiment can help us to improve our understanding ofDFAs, as well as bulk properties themselves.
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In this work, we explore the question of accuracy ofDFAs on theﬁrst four rungs of Jacob’s ladder proposed
by Perdew and Schmidt [3, 21], with each rung corresponding tomore ingredients and contributions (besides
the electron density) forming theDFA, ideally, leading toDFAswith improved accuracy. The local-density
approximation (LDA) [2] represents theﬁrst rung of Jacob’s ladder, considering only the density itself, and
therefore it is a successful approximation for systems inwhich the electron density varies slowly, such as nearly
free-electronmetals, but is also surprisingly successful for less-uniform systems, such asmolecules and
semiconductors. However, there aremany features that LDA fails to describe, with lattice constants typically
being too small, up to 5% shorter than experiment, and cohesive energies (or atomization energies inmolecules)
that are very inaccurate, typically off by 20%–30% [19].
Functionals based on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) are on the next rung of the ladder, and
represent an extension of the LDA functional by introducing the gradient of the electron density. They are also
referred to as semi-local DFAs, and are successful in improving over LDA for certain properties. For example,
they cure the overbinding problemof LDA and predictmore accurate bond lengths. However, they show a
tendency towards underbinding [8–12, 14, 15].
The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof(PBE) [22]GGA is one of themostwidely usedDFAs andmany approaches
(e.g., revPBE [23] andRPBE [24]) have been explored to improve upon it. A simplemodiﬁcation of PBE is the
PBEsol functional [25], which differs fromPBE only in two parameters, and is designed to improve upon PBE
for equilibriumproperties of bulk solids and their surfaces. By restoring the gradient expansion for exchange,
PBEsol lattice constants are systematically lower and better than PBEby 1%–2%, however with the drawback of
cohesive energies being less accurate [10–14].
Themeta-GGA (orMGGA) family [26–28] is on the third rung of Jacob’s ladder andmakes use of the
kinetic-energy density in addition to the electron density and its gradient.While someMGGAs predict cohesive
properties with reasonable accuracy for speciﬁc systems [8–13, 29, 30], improvements in the lattice constant are
often accompanied by aworsening of the bulkmodulus or the cohesive energy, or both. The non-empirical Tao–
Perdew–Staroverov–Scuseria (TPSS) [28, 31]MGGA functional predicts lattice constants that are slightly
smaller than those of PBE, butwith improvement in bulkmoduli being rather limited. The revised TPSS
(revTPSS) [32, 33] alleviates the lattice constant error, but both TPSS and revTPSSworsen cohesive energies
compared to PBE [13, 17]. Comparing existing literature benchmarks for the performance of LDA, PBE, PBEsol,
andTPSS/revTPSS (see table 1), we see that none of these functionals is able to describe all cohesive properties
with high accuracy.
Recently, Sun et al [34] proposed the ‘strongly constrained and appropriately normed’ (SCAN)meta-GGA.
This functional represents amajor step in the non-empirical or constraint-based construction of semi-local
approximations, as it is the ﬁrstmeta-GGA functional to satisfy all 17 known exact constraints that ameta-GGA
can fulﬁll. Appropriate normswere also added to ensure the functional is accurate for the energies of rare-gas
atoms andnonbonded interactions. SCANhas been evaluated for properties of diversely bonded systems,
including standardmolecular test sets, layeredmaterials, and surface-adsorbate systems [34–38]. It has been
shown that SCANcan predict accurate structures and energies for theG3, BH76, and S22 sets [34–36]. Inmany
cases, SCANyields improvements over other (semi-)local functionals and could be as accurate as a fully nonlocal
hybrid functional with decreased computational cost [37, 38].
Theweaknesses or deﬁciencies in current local and semi-local DFAs are often explained in terms of two
effects: the presence of self-interaction errors and the lack of long-range van derWaals (vdW) interactions [3–6].
Table 1.Themean absolute error(MAE) in lattice constants a0(Å), cohesive energies
E0(eV/atom), and bulkmoduliB0(GPa) on testing sets of bulk crystals using different density-
functional approximations reported from literature benchmarksa. Themean absolute relative
error (MARE) and themaximumabsolute relative error(MAX) are given in percentage.
LDA PBE PBEsol TPSS revTPSS HSE06
a0 MAE 0.071 0.061 0.030 0.054 0.039 0.033
MARE 1.5 1.2 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.7
MAX 4.9 2.8 2.3 4.1 3.3 2.0
B0 MAE 11.5 12.2 7.8 9.6 9.6 7.3
MARE 9.4 11.0 7.0 10.3 9.4 4.0
MAX 32.8 25.5 19.5 29.6 25.8 23.4
E0 MAE 0.77 0.19 0.31 0.20 0.22 0.25
MARE 17.2 5.0 6.9 4.9 5.1 6.5
MAX 38.7 21.0 22.8 15.3 17.7 25.0
a The LDA, PBE, PBEsol, TPSS, and revTPSS data are taken from [19] (44 solids), and theHSE06
data are from [14] (30 solids).
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As a result, the fourth and ﬁfth rungs of Jacob’s ladder speciﬁcally target these effects with hybrid functionals and
the random-phase approximation(RPA), respectively. Hybrid functionals add a fraction of exact exchange to
conventional GGAs orMGGAs, with the aimof reducing self-interaction errors [39, 40].With the use of range
separation of the exchange interaction, hybrid functionals have become particularly popular in solid-state
physics. HSE06 [41, 42] is among themost-widely used screened hybrid functionals, and often shows superior
performance over LDA,GGAs, andMGGAs in describing some bulk properties, including lattice constants and
band gaps [43–51]. However, both bulkmoduli and cohesive energies can beworse than those of PBE [14]. On
the other hand, there is a considerable growth of computational cost with the system sizeN (the number of
electrons or basis functions) using a hybrid functional compared toGGAs orMGGAs (sometimes up to 100
times higher [52]). Thus it is often advantageous to use aGGAor aMGGA functional for studies in condensed-
matter physics andmaterials science.
On theﬁfth rung of Jacob’s ladder, the RPA is an approach that treats long-range correlation seamlessly.
Recent calculations performed byHarlet al [53] show that the RPAprovides a well-balanced prediction of lattice
constants and bulkmoduli for a diverse range of solids (including semiconductors, ionic crystals, andmetals),
with relative accuracy of 0.4% and 4%, respectively. However, there are also challenges when using the RPA.
Performing self-consistent RPA is computationally very demanding, and thereforemost practical RPA
calculations are performed in a post-processingmanner based on an LDAorGGA reference calculation, with
the starting point being crucial for some systems [54, 55]. Furthermore, when theRPAdoes not start from
Hartree–Fock orbitals, there is also aﬁrst-order contribution that arises from single excitations [56], which often
is omitted.
Given the current performance ofDFAs for predicting cohesive properties, it is clear that there ismuch to be
done in developing new functionals. However, the deviations themselves can be useful in this, as they are not
randomand clear systematic trends can be observed formany systems. For example, Grabowski and co-authors
[57] have shown a correlation between the deviations from experiment of the lattice constants and the bulk
moduli for nine fccmetals (noblemetals, together withAl and Pb), with an increase of the errorwith the number
of d electrons among the 4d and 5d transitionmetals particularly apparent for PBE.
Analysis of wider trendsmay point to systematic failures for speciﬁcDFAs for speciﬁc classes of solids,
suggesting approaches to improve functionals and providing new insights in the cohesion of solids. Thismakes
accurate benchmarking ofDFAs and exploration of trends in deviations for a large set of solids paramount. In
this work, calculations of cohesive properties are reported on the ﬁrst four rungs of Jacob’s ladder for 64
crystalline solids.We focus on assessing the performance of six functionals, particularly from the perspective of
examining trends in performance of the different functionals for different classes of solids and the relationships
between the deviations in different properties. Particular attention has been paid to convergence of the results, as
well as to understanding the different contributions not only to calculated results but also to experimental
quantities. All experimental cohesive properties will include some contribution due to vibrationalmotion, even
at 0K,while the inclusion of zero-point energy(ZPE) has long been considered in computational studies
[58, 59]. Thus, any careful comparison of theory and experimentmust consider ZPE to ensure a fair and
unbiased comparison.
In the present study, the ﬁrst two rungs are represented by LDA, andPBE and PBEsol, respectively. For the
third rungwe choose twoMGGA functionals:M06-L and SCAN. TheM06-L functional [60]was designed to
incorporate the spin kinetic-energy density in the XC functional in an empirical way, and has been reported to
outperformother semi-local functionals for a combination of thermochemistry, thermochemical kinetics, non-
covalent interactions, bond lengths, and vibrational frequencies [60–62]. The present studywill provide a
benchmark ofM06-L for awide range of solids, including solids of heavier elements, withwhich the functional
has not beenwidely studied. As noted above, SCAN represents a signiﬁcant improvement over PBE (and even
more so over LDA)when considering different types of bonding inmolecules [34, 38], but to-date there has been
relatively little benchmarking of it for such awide range of hard solids. Tran et al [19] have calculated the lattice
constants, cohesive energies, and bulkmoduli of 44 solids within the SCAN functional.We are extending the
benchmarkwith our larger dataset and the comparison is shown in the supplementarymaterial, available from
stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/063020/mmedia.On the fourth rung of Jacob’s ladder, we employ theHSE06
functional. Finally, we use the screened Tkatchenko–Schefﬂer (TS) vdWapproach to discuss the role of long-
range vdW interactions in the cohesive properties of solids.
The following section (section 2) provides details of the calculations, including the database of solids,
computational parameters and the approaches to calculating vdW interactions andZPE. Section 3 presents the
results and discussion, including the general performance of each functional for the solids, a discussion about
trends in performance and deviations of cohesive properties, and the role of vdW interactions.
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2. TechnicalDetails
2.1. Solid dataset
Our dataset comprises 64 crystalline solids with cubic structures: 24metals and 40 semiconducting and
insulating solids. The structures cover: A1(face-centered cubic (fcc), 13 solids), A2(body-centered cubic (bcc),
11 solids), A4(diamond, four solids), B1(rock-salt, 16 solids), and B3 (zincblende, 20 solids), as shown in
ﬁgure 1. To explore and understand trends, we divide these 64 solids into ﬁve classes, as follows (see table 2):
main-groupmetals (MM), transitionmetals (TM), semiconductors (SC), ionic crystals (IC), and transition
metal carbides and nitrides (TMCN).MM includes groups IA and IIA, together with aluminumand lead; TM
covers periods 4–7 of the periodic table; SC represents the solids of groups IVA, IIIA–VA, and IIB–VIA; the six
ionic crystals are LiCl, LiF, NaCl,NaF,MgO, andMgS; and there are 10 compounds in the TMCNclass (TMC
andTMN,TM=Ti, Zr, Hf, V, andNb). The full list of the solids studied here is shown in the supplementary
material, with the calculated and experimental cohesive data tabulated in tablesSII–SVII, alongside the relevant
literature.
2.2.DFT total energy calculations
All calculations were performed employing the FHI-aims package [63], which implements full-potential, all-
electron electronic-structure theorywith numeric atom-centered orbital basis functions. These basis functions
are grouped together as ‘tiers’ (levels) in FHI-aims in addition to aminimal basis of occupied orbitals of
spherically symmetric free atoms. Besides, there are different sets of numerical defaults for each atomic species,
namely light, tight, and really tight settings [63]. For numerical accuracy and computational efﬁciency purposes,
tight setting with tier 2 basis sets are recommended for obtaining cohesive properties of bulk solids [20], and are
employed throughout this work. The typical tight setting convergence criteria are 10−5 electrons for the electron
density, 10−3 eV for the eigenvalues, and 10−6 eV for the total energy of the system. AnmeV level of convergence
is achieved for the cohesive energy.
Figure 1.The unit-cell structures of(a)A1-fcc,(b)A2-bcc,(c)A4-diamond,(d)B1-rock-salt, and(e)B3-zincblende.
Table 2.The present dataset consists ofﬁve classes of solids:
main-groupmetals(MM), transitionmetals(TM),
semiconductors(SC), transitionmetal carbides and
nitrides(TMCN), and ionic crystals(IC).
Type of solid Type of structure Number of solids
MM A1, A2 9
TM A1, A2 15
SC A4, B3 24
IC B1 6
TMCN B1 10
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For each solid, the equilibrium volumeV0 and bulkmodulusB0 were determined by ﬁtting cohesive energies per
unit-cell at 7–11 different points in a range ofV0±20% to a third-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state
(EOS) [64]
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whereV0, E0,B0, andB0′correspond to the equilibriumunit-cell volume, the cohesive energy, the bulkmodulus
atV0, and the pressure derivative of the bulkmodulus, respectively. The unit-cell volumesV are related to the
lattice constants a by the expressionsV=a3/4 for the fcc, diamond, and zincblende structures, andV=a3/2
for the bcc structure. The cohesive energy, deﬁned as the energy per atom required to atomize the crystal, was
evaluated using the LDA, PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 functionals from the energies of the crystal
and the constituent free atoms.Note that both SCAN andM06-L calculations were performed using the PBE
orbitals, as the functionality to perform calculations with these functionals in self-consistentmanner is not yet
available within FHI-aims. For SCAN, the effect of non-self-consistency has been assessed by Tran et al [19], and
they suggest the difference between self-consistent and non-self-consistent calculations of hard solids should be
inmost cases below 0.005Åfor the lattice constant and 50meV/atom for the cohesive energy (see
supplementarymaterial).
The spin-restricted formalismwas employed for bulk crystals, with two exceptions (the ferromagnetic
metals: Fe andNi), and the spin-unrestricted formalism for open-shell atoms (no fractional occupancies were
allowed). The basis sets and k-pointmeshes in reciprocal space are fully converged. Herewe usedΓ-centered
Monkhorst–Pack [65] k-grids, and the settings formost calculations are outlined in the supplementarymaterial.
Relativistic effects aremore important for heavy elements; here for consistency a scalar-relativistic treatment
using the scaled zero-order regular approximation [66]was employed for all solids. It should be noted that spin–
orbit coupling, which can be important in heavy solids, is not included.However, Philipsen andBaerends [67]
have compared the scalar-relativistic and fully relativistic calculations of the cohesive properties of 11 solids in
four columns of the periodic table and determined that spin–orbit coupling effects barely altered lattice
constants, cohesive energies, and bulkmoduli, withmean absolute contributions of about 0.005Å, 0.03eV, and
1GPa, respectively. They showed that the spin–orbit coupling contributions were only non-negligible for the
cohesive energies and the lattice constants of Au andBi. Therefore, the scalar-relativistic treatment is sufﬁcient
to capture the relativistic effects in the solids considered here.
2.3. Inclusion of the long-range screened vdW interactions inDFT
vdW interactions arise from the correlatedmotion of electrons and constitute a large part of the long-range
electron correlation energy.Whilemost commonly usedDFAs lack the ability to describe the long-range
correlation energy, they provide a route to the inclusion of the vdWenergy in an effective way.Numerous
promising ideas have been proposed for including the vdWenergy inDFTmotivated by the need to treat large
and complexmolecular and condensed-matter systems [68–71].
One of themostwidespread approaches is the pairwise-additive fragment-based one. According to second-
order perturbation theory, the vdWenergy of a collection of fragments(atoms ormolecules) can be expressed as
sumof attractive contributions, with the leading nonvanishing termbeing due to dipole–dipole interactions
E f
C
R
1
2
, 2
i j
ij
ij
vdW damp
6
6åå= - ( )
whereRij is the interatomic distance between atoms i and j of the system, C
ij
6 is the corresponding dipole–dipole
dispersion coefﬁcient, and fdamp is a damping function that is used to avoid singularities at short distances and
ameliorate double-counting of correlation at intermediate distances [68–71]. The resulting vdWenergy is then
augmented to the standardKS-DFT total energy calculated by employing a local, semi-local or hybridDFA. In
principle, the accuracy of any fragment-basedDFT-vdWmethod, referred to as ‘DFT+vdW’ here, depends
solely on the coefﬁcients used and the choice of the damping function.
The leading-orderC6 term can be expressed as
C
3
i i d , 3ij i j6
0
òp a w a w w=
¥
( ) ( ) ( )
where the integrand contains the isotropic dipolar polarizability as a function of imaginary frequency. Thus, the
polarizability is a central quantity to the description of vdW interactions. Themethod employed here is based
upon theTS scheme [72], which computes the polarizability, theC6 dispersion coefﬁcient and the vdWenergy
by utilizingHirshfeld partitioning [73] of the electron density to rescale free-atom values [74] obtained from self-
interaction corrected time-dependentDFT calculations. The TS approach yields accurateC6 coefﬁcients for a set
of 1225 smallmolecules (with an accuracy of 5.5%)due to its ability to capture local environmental effects.
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However, TS lacks the ability to describe the long-range electrostatic screening that extends beyond the range of
the exponentially decaying atomic densities. These effects can be includedmicroscopically bymodeling the
environment as a dipole ﬁeld of quantumharmonic oscillators(QHOs) and solving the resulting classical
electrodynamics self-consistent screening(SCS) equation [75].
In thismodel, amolecule (ormaterial) is considered as an arrangement ofN atoms, each of which is
described by a spherical QHO [71, 75, 76]. For a given atom i in the system, one canwrite
r r r rT, i , i , i , i , 4i i i
i j
N
ij j
SCS TS TS SCSåa w a w a w a w= + ¢
¹
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where r , ii
SCSa w( ) is the fully screened atomic polarizability tensor (for a given frequency of the electric ﬁeld),
containing both short-range (via the input atomic polarizability tensor from the TSmethod) and long-range(via
the SCS equation) screening effects. The dipole–dipole interaction tensor,Tij, has the following expression
V rT , 5r rij iji j=  Ä  ( ) ( )
whereV(rij) is theCoulomb potential between two spherical Gaussian distributions at the distance rij, with ri and
rj representing theQHOpositions. The solution of the SCS equation yields the atomic polarizability tensors,
fromwhich the isotropic polarizability can be obtained by diagonalizing and tracing the tensor. To calculate the
C6 dispersion coefﬁcient(via equation (3)), theGauss–Legendre approach is utilized [75].
In this work, we calculate dipolar polarizabilities andC6 dispersion coefﬁcients for a set of 23 semiconductor
solids using themethod introduced above, and use them via theDFT+vdW scheme to evaluate the role of vdW
interactions in the cohesive properties of solids.
2.4. Calculation of zero-point vibrational energy
Zero-point vibrational energy effects have been evaluated using the quasi-harmonic approximation. Phonon
calculations were performed using phonopy [77] interfacedwith the FHI-aims package. The supercell approach
[78]was combinedwith the quasi-harmonic approximation, i.e., for a set of different volumes, harmonic
vibrational frequencies are determined using ab initio calculations, with the zero-point energies being added to
theDFT ground-state energies at each volumeV. In the FHI-aims package, the ﬁnite-displacementmethod is
employed to calculate phonon spectra and the vibrational density of states(DOS), g(V,ω), and ZPE is estimated
as the frequency integration over the vibrational DOS
g VZPE
1
2
, d . 6ò w w w= ( ) ( )
A systematic test of the supercell size was carried out and it was found that a choice of a 2×2×2 supercell with
a 8×8×8 k-point grid is sufﬁcient to ensure the convergence of zero-point vibrational energies for all the solids
studied here.Within theﬁnite-displacement approach, onemay adjust the value of the smallﬁnite-displacement
δ used to calculate the force response in the three Cartesian directions. This has also been systematically tested,
demonstrating that a reasonable variation in δ has only a small impact on the computed ZPE. For example, the
ZPE for diamond is about 0.18eV/atom, and the change in ZPE is less than 1meV/atom (0.2%)when varying δ
from1×10−3 to 1×10−1Å. In addition, it was found that the effect of the speciﬁcDFT functional on the ZPE is
negligible for these systems, and as a result, ZPEwas calculated at the PBE level and added on top of the ground-
stateDFT total energies for all six functionals.
For the analysis of our calculations, we consider statistical quantities: themean error (ME), themean
absolute error (MAE), themean relative error (%), and themean absolute relative error (%), all of which are
determined by comparingwith reliable experimental valuesmeasured at low temperatures and/or extrapolated
to 0K.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. ZPE contributions to the cohesive properties
We start by discussing the contribution of ZPE to the cohesive properties of the solids in our dataset. Figures 2
and 3 show the relative contributions of ZPE to the lattice constants a0, the cohesive energies E0, and the bulk
moduliB0 of selectedmetals and non-metallic solids, respectively, togetherwith available theoretical values
reported fromprevious work [12, 14, 79]. A summary is given in table 3 for all of the solids considered in the
present work. The results show that including zero-point vibrations has an even stronger effect on the bulk
modulus than on both the lattice constant and the cohesive energy. For 24metals, the average contributions are
0.2%, 0.7%, and 1.4% for a0,E0, andB0, respectively. In addition, the ZPE effect is, as expected, inversely
proportional to nuclearmass(e.g., along the series of Li–Na–Al–K), and is found to be negligible for ‘heavy’
solids.When only considering the ‘light’metals, located on the second to fourth rows of the periodic table, the
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averaged contribution is almost twice as large as the value calculated for thewhole group ofmetals. In particular,
for bulk Li, the lattice constant expands by 0.7%and the bulkmodulus reduces considerably by∼4%.
For non-metallic solids, ZPE contributions becomemore pronounced. A set of 40 solids shows average
contributions of 0.3% to the lattice constants, 1.1% to the cohesive energies, and 2.2% to the bulkmoduli. For
ionic crystals, the effect is particularly strong. The largest contribution occurs for LiF, with changes of about
1%(0.04Å) for a0 and 8%(5.6GPa) forB0, which aremuch larger than numerical errors inDFT calculations,
and evenmight be comparable to the contribution due to the long-range electron correlation [80]. This suggests
that for non-metallic solids, especially ionic crystals, the inclusion of ZPE becomes vital for an accurate
assessment of systemswhere long-range vdW interactions can be of relevance.
In comparisonwith existing literature data, our results are in excellent agreementwith the calculations
reported by Schimka and co-authors [14] using the projector augmentedwavemethod implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package [81, 82]. Their dataset comprises 30 solids (including sevenmetals, six ionic
crystals, and 17 semiconductors). For somemetals (likeNa, Rh, andCu) andmost non-metallic solids, their
corrections to both the lattice constants and cohesive energies are essentially identical to the present results, as
shown inﬁgures 2 and 3. To the best of our knowledge the evaluation of the ZPE contribution to the bulkmoduli
has not been performed previously for such a diverse set of bulk solids.
The present study conﬁrms that ZPE tends to increase lattice constants and reduce bulkmoduli, with its
inclusion improving the predictions of the LDA functional andworsening those of PBE (see table 1). As a result,
Figure 2.Zero-point vibrational contributions to the lattice constants a0, cohesive energies E0, and bulkmoduliB0 of selectedmetals.
The values are shown as a percentage with respect to the experimental cohesive properties, with the solid curves representing the
present ab initio phonon calculations, pink pluses are taken from [79], and green crosses from [12].
Figure 3.Zero-point vibrational contributions to the lattice constants a0, cohesive energies E0, and bulkmoduliB0 of selected non-
metallic solids. The solid lines are obtained from the present ab initio phonon calculations, green crosses are taken from [12], and
purple stars are from [14].
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neglecting zero-point vibrationswill lead to a bias in the appraisal of these and otherDFAs. Therefore, in the
following sections, ZPE vibrational contributions will always be included in the discussion of functional
performance.
3.2. Performance of density functionals along Jacob’s ladder
Having assessed the impact of ZPE, we can now study the performance of local, semi-local, and hybridDFAs for
the dataset of 64 solids. The calculated a0,E0, andB0 using the LDA, PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06
functionals are tabulated in tablesSII–SVII of the supplementarymaterial, together with their experimental
values, while theMEs andMAEs are shown in table 4. To illustrate the performance of the six functionals for
different types of solids, we also plot the relative errors in the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies as a function
of those in the lattice constants for the speciﬁc groups of solids inﬁgures 4 and 5, respectively. The
correspondingMAREs are presented in table 5 in terms of classes of solids, properties, as well as functionals.
Let usﬁrst discuss the performance of the LDA functional. The present work conﬁrms thewell-known trend
that LDAunderestimates lattice constants, overestimates bulkmoduli, and considerably overestimates cohesive
energies inmost situations. From theMAREs of the three properties summarized in table 5, one can clearly
observe that LDA shows a different performance for the different classes of solids. For the SC class, it predicts the
lattice constants and the bulkmoduli in good agreementwith experiment, however at the expense of the
cohesive energies, while for ionic crystals it yieldsmoderately accurate results. However, formetals (groupsMM
Table 3.Zero-point vibrational contributions to
the lattice constants a0(Å), cohesive energies
E0(eV/atom), and bulkmoduliB0(GPa) of 64
solids(24metals, 40 non-metals, including six
ionic crystals). The values in parentheses are the
corresponding percentage with respect to the
reported experimental cohesive properties (%).
The 24metals are divided into two groups: nine
elements fromperiods 2–4, and 15 elements from
periods 5–7 of the periodic table.
a0 E0 B0
Allmetals 0.007 0.023 1.5
(0.2) (0.7) (1.4)
Periods 2–4 0.011 0.029 1.7
(0.3) (1.1) (2.1)
Periods 5–7 0.004 0.020 1.4
(0.1) (0.5) (0.9)
Non-metals 0.012 0.054 3.4
(0.2) (1.1) (2.2)
Ionic crystals 0.026 0.044 2.9
(0.6) (1.1) (4.4)
Table 4.TheMEandmean absolute error(MAE) in the calculated lattice constants a0(Å), cohesive energies
E0(eV/atom), and bulkmoduliB0(GPa) of the 64 solids using the LDA, PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 density
functionals, with respect to experimental values. Themean relative error(MRE,%) andmean absolute relative
error(MARE,%) are given in parentheses. Themaximumabsolute relative error(MAX,%) is shown in the last columns,
within the solidmarked in boldface using each functional. All quantities include zero-point vibrational effects.
Functional ME MAE MAX
a0 E0 B0 a0 E0 B0 a0 E0 B0
LDA −0.063 0.85 13.0 0.063 0.85 15.4 4.9 48.4 46.0
(−1.4) (19.3) (8.2) (1.4) (19.3) (10.6) Ba Fe Fe
PBE 0.056 −0.08 −9.8 0.061 0.21 13.6 2.8 19.4 33.2
(1.1) (−2.1) (−9.6) (1.2) (5.5) (11.6) Pb Au Sn
PBEsol −0.010 0.37 3.5 0.030 0.39 10.7 2.9 31.5 32.7
(−0.3) (8.2) (−0.5) (0.6) (8.9) (7.4) Th Fe Fe
SCAN 0.011 −0.08 4.1 0.028 0.23 9.0 2.7 17.4 26.1
(0.1) (−0.7) (0.7) (0.6) (5.4) (5.9) Th Mo V
M06-L 0.031 0.18 −4.3 0.075 0.27 12.2 6.1 52.8 61.3
(0.5) (6.8) (−2.4) (1.4) (9.0) (13.1) Rb Rb Rb
HSE06 0.036 −0.37 1.6 0.042 0.40 12.2 3.2 32.6 35.0
(0.7) (−7.5) (−2.5) (0.8) (9.1) (8.6) Rb V V
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andTM) the performance of LDA is unsatisfactory. Note that the performance of LDA for 4d and 5d transition
metals is better than 3d andmain-groupmetals.
Turning to the PBE functional, one can see the opposite trend to LDA: lattice constants are too large, and the
bulkmoduli are too small. Cohesive energies are signiﬁcantly improved though, with aMAREof∼6%versus
∼20% for LDA.Overall, PBE improves the agreementwith experiment compared to the LDA functional. For the
MMand 3dmetals, the superiority of PBE over LDA for calculating cohesive properties becomes particularly
prominent. For semiconductors and ionic crystals, PBE yields large deviations from experimental results for
both the lattice constants and the bulkmoduli, while the cohesive energies are reasonably well predicted. A
characteristic feature of the PBE functional observed in the current study is the increase of the errorwith
increasing lattice constant, as can be seen, e.g., along the series of C–SiC–Si–Ge–Sn, BN–BP–BAs, andAlP–
AlAs–AlSb. For certain systems, the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies follow the same trend.Wewill return
to this observation in section 3.3, when exploring the underlying causes for deviations and trends in theDFAs
considered here.
The PBEsol functional wasﬁrst proposed to improve the description of solids and surfaces compared to PBE
[25]. For lattice constants, it does indeed yield improvements, curing the problemof underbinding. In fact, it
slightly overbinds bulk crystals. The current study shows signiﬁcant improvement in the lattice constants using
PBEsol for semiconductors, insulators, and fccmetals (except the alkaline-earth elements, Ni, Cu, andTh).
Consistently, the bulkmoduli aremuch better predicted with PBEsol compared to PBE for the aforementioned
systems. For instance, theMAREs are 0.4% and 0.5% respectively for the lattice constants of the SC and IC
classes by PBEsol (versus 1.6% and 1.8%byPBE). The correspondingMAREs for the bulkmoduli are very
similar for the same solids, both about 6% (versus 14.5% and 16%, respectively, by PBE). For the rest of the
solids, i.e., the bccmetals (except K andRb) andTMCN, both lattice constants and bulkmoduli calculatedwith
PBEsol are onlymarginally better or evenworse thanwith PBE. This agrees with the ﬁnding by Janthon and co-
authors [83] in a study of 30 transitionmetals. The substantial change fromPBE to PBEsol is a consistent shift of
the bonding nature towards tightening: decreasing of the bond lengths (lattice constants) and increasing of the
bulkmoduli. Overall, PBEsol shows overbinding of solids. One ‘expected’ problemof using the PBEsol
functional, which is observed in the present data, is that the calculated cohesive energies are inaccurate, only
Figure 4.Correlation between the deviations of the bulkmoduliB0 (%) and those of the lattice constants a0 (%) using the LDA, PBE,
PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 functionals. The deﬁnitions of theﬁve classes of solids are given asmain-groupmetals (MM),
transitionmetals (TM), semiconductors (SC), transitionmetal carbides and nitrides (TMCN), and ionic crystals (IC). All quantities
include zero-point vibrational effects.
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halving the LDA error and twice as large as the PBE ones. This can be traced back to inaccurate total energies of
the individual atoms [25].
Turning to themeta-GGA functionals, the overall performance ofM06-L for cohesive properties lies
between that of LDA and PBE.However, no consistent trend can be identiﬁed. The current work suggests that
M06-L signiﬁcantly improves the performance on the cohesive properties of ionic crystals in comparisonwith
LDA,GGAs, and hybrid functionals. For the six solids, it slightly overestimates the lattice constants, and
reasonably predicts the cohesive energies and the bulkmoduli, with resultingMAREs of 0.3%, 3.3%, and 4.9%,
respectively. On the other hand, formost semiconductors,M06-L overestimates lattice constants, and
underestimates cohesive energies, as well as the bulkmoduli. In particular, formain-groupmetals,M06-L
Figure 5.Correlation between the deviations of the cohesive energies E0 (%) and those of the lattice constants a0 (%) using the LDA,
PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 functionals. Some outliers are explicitlymarked.
Table 5.Themean absolute relative error(MARE,%) for the lattice constants a0, cohesive
energies E0, and bulkmoduliB0 of the 64 solids divided intoﬁve classes(seemain text for
deﬁnitions).
LDA PBE PBEsol SCAN M06-L HSE06
a0 MM 3.1 0.9 1.0 0.9 3.1 1.2
TM 1.6 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.6 0.9
SC 0.6 1.6 0.4 0.5 1.7 0.8
IC 1.5 1.8 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.8
TMCN 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.4
E0 MM 20.4 8.5 13.7 12.4 37.1 11.2
TM 25.1 6.5 12.5 7.4 8.3 16.8
SC 19.3 5.0 7.6 2.4 2.6 4.6
IC 8.1 5.1 1.4 1.7 3.3 6.0
TMCN 15.9 2.6 6.9 5.6 3.7 7.6
B0 MM 12.1 7.0 4.5 4.4 30.5 8.3
TM 17.5 8.9 9.3 8.0 10.1 11.2
SC 4.6 16.0 6.3 4.4 13.2 5.9
IC 9.0 14.5 6.4 3.8 4.9 7.0
TMCN 13.9 7.5 10.1 8.8 7.5 12.6
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severely overbinds: the lattice constants are too small, and both the cohesive energies and the bulkmoduli are too
large. For transitionmetals,M06-L improves the lattice constants of 3d elements in better agreementwith
experiment, butworsens the other two properties; a signiﬁcant improvement in cohesive energies is found only
for the coinagemetals (Pd, Pt, Ag, andAu), however at the expense of both the lattice constants and the bulk
moduli. Overall, theM06-L functional performs less accurately than PBE for the TMgroup, as can be seen from
table 5.
The recent SCAN functional is a non-empiricalmeta-GGA, unlikeM06-L, and is the ﬁrst functional to fulﬁll
all known constraints that ameta-GGA can fulﬁll. The current study reveals that SCANpredicts remarkably
accurate cohesive properties for a diverse set of bulk crystals and tends to strike a good balance between PBE and
PBEsol. For non-metallic systems, signiﬁcant and consistent improvement is found for the predictions of all
three cohesive properties using the SCAN functional: the lattice constants are very accurate, with aMAREof less
than 0.5% for each class of solids, while both the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies are reasonably well
predicted. Ourwork also suggests that particularly for ionic and semiconductor solids, SCAN remains the best
method of choice among the six density functionals tested here, withMAREswithin 0.5%, 3%, and 5% for a0,
E0, andB0, respectively. For theMMgroup, SCANperforms equally as well as PBE does for the prediction of the
lattice constants, but yields a better prediction of bulkmoduli, while for the TMgroup, the performance of
SCAN is as good as PBEsol. Overall, SCANoverestimates the bulkmoduli of the bccmetals and underestimates
those of the fccmetals. Especially for the 4d and 5d coinagemetals (Pd, Ag, Pt, andAu), SCAN cures the
underbinding problemof PBE to a large extent. To our knowledge, a theoretical assessment on the reliability of
the SCAN functional wasﬁrst performed by the SCANauthors themselves [34], for the lattice constants of 20
solids. To compare the present results to their data, we consider the same set of 20 solids. Themean absolute
deviation andmean deviation of the lattice constants are calculated to be 0.01Åand 0.002Å,respectively,
between the two studies. This suggests our post-SCF procedure is a good approximation for the current work. A
further evaluation of SCAN for other cohesive properties should be performed in the future.
Theﬁnal DFA tested in the present work is theHSE06 hybrid functional. HSE06 predicts reliable lattice
constants and bulkmoduli for non-metallic crystals and its performance is only slightly worse than SCAN and
PBEsol. For both the ionic and semiconductor solids, the general trend thatHSE06 overestimates the lattice
constants, underestimates the bulkmoduli, and predicts reasonably good cohesive energies is conﬁrmed.While
HSE06 improves agreement with experiment for the lattice constants of TMCN, it underestimates the cohesive
energies, and considerably overestimates the bulkmoduli. Our study indicates thatHSE06 exhibits an overall
tendency to underbind solids, and this can be pronounced formetals. The overestimation of the lattice constants
is found for nearly all of themetals (with the exception of V). Especially for themain-groupmetals (except Al and
Pb), theHSE06 lattice constants are even larger than the PBE values, with a corresponding decrease in bulk
moduli. For the TMgroup, a large difference is seen between the fcc and bccmetals: HSE06 overestimates the
bulkmoduli for nearly all bcc-TM (except for Fe), whereas it typically underestimates those for fcc-TM (except
for Rh). In addition, the cohesive energies show signiﬁcantly increased errors compared to the PBE results. This
can be explained by the fact that hybrid functionals generally increase the stability of the spin-polarized atom,
thus reducing stability of bulk systems [48, 49].
Figures 4 and 5 show comparisons of the density functionals tested here for describing the cohesive
properties of allﬁve classes of solids. Among the six functionals, LDApredicts accurate lattice constants and bulk
moduli for semiconductors, however, the cohesive energy remains a considerable issue at this level, with a
MAREof∼20% for the 24 solids in this group.While PBE outperforms LDAon the prediction of the cohesive
energies for semiconductors, it worsens both the lattice constants and the bulkmoduli. In fact, the improved
performance of PBE upon LDA can bemainly seen in its better description of the cohesion in the systems having
a (semi-)metallic nature. As depicted inﬁgures 4 and 5, all the cohesive properties obtained using PBE are in
much better agreementwith experiment for theMM,TMandTMCNgroups, compared to the LDA results.
Among the six functionals, PBE remains the best for the 3d transitionmetals. The PBEsol functional cures the
underbinding of PBE, however it somewhat overbinds, but yields reliable lattice constants and bulkmoduli for
ionic crystals, semiconductors, and fccmetals. Employing PBEsol, theMAREof semiconductors is reduced by a
factor of four for lattice constants and two and a half for bulkmoduli respectively, compared to the PBE errors.
Overall, the PBEsol cohesive energies show systematic overestimation, halving the LDAdeviation, with the
exception of ionic crystals for which PBEsol yields accurate predictions. TheHSE06 functional corrects the
lattice constants, and improves agreement with experiment for ionic and semiconductor solids, however it still
shows a tendency to underbind. The increased errors in cohesive energies, together with the demanding
computational cost, remain signiﬁcant issues for using theHSE06 functional.
In comparison, theM06-LMGGA functional improves on LDA for TMandTMCN (though its
performance is slightly worse than PBE), however it yields signiﬁcant deviations from experiment for themain-
groupmetals, as seen in table 5. This is consistent with the study byZhao andTruhlar [61]. Compared to PBE,
M06-L performs better for semiconductors with lighter elements. ForC, Si, BN, BP, andAlP, the cohesive
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properties obtained fromM06-L are in good agreement with experiment. The bulkmoduli calculatedwithM06-
L are as good as the LDA values, whereas PBE yields theworst performance among the six functionals, while the
M06-L cohesive energies are greatly improved compared to the LDA results. However, when considering heavy-
element systems, there is barely any improvement to be gained by usingM06-L over PBE. This can be seen for
the cases of GaSb, InSb, ZnTe, CdTe, etc. Similar behavior is also observed for ionic crystals. TheM06-L
functional signiﬁcantly improves the description for the six ionic compounds that havemediummass, with a
MAREof only 0.3% for the lattice constants versus those of 1.5% and 1.9%by LDA and PBE, respectively.
Turning to the non-empiricalMGGA functional, our study suggests that SCANcan be regarded as themethod
of choice for non-metallic solids and it agrees remarkablywell with experiment for all the three cohesive
properties. The SCAN lattice constants are considerably smaller than those of PBE, with an increase of the bulk
moduli and larger cohesive energies. Formetals, no signiﬁcant improvement is found on the lattice constants
and bulkmoduli, while SCANworsens the cohesive energies compared to PBE. For the 4d and 5d coinage
metals, SCAN substantially improves on PBE.
In summary, our study shows that all of the functionals considered have varying performances in predicting
the cohesive properties of solids, which strongly depend on the bonding nature of the solid. To understand these
trends and behavior inmore detail, we nowmove to discussing the relationships between pairs of cohesive
properties, that is, a0/B0 and a0/E0.
3.3. Correlations between cohesive properties
Much attention has been paid in the literature to understanding the relationship between geometrical
parameters and properties of various classes solids and the cohesive energy and bulkmodulus. It has been found
that bothE0 andB0 are inversely related to a0 (or the nearest-neighbor distance d) [84–89]. This inverse relation
can be explained by the volume dependence of the total energy (the EOS) causing amonotonic decrease of the
bulkmodulus with increasing volume (see equation (1)). There are several analytical expressions reported in the
literature for different families of cubic solids [84–89], e.g., semiconductors (groups IVA, IIIA–VA, and IIB–
VIA), ionic crystals (groups IIA–VIA and IA–VIIA), andmetals (groups IA and IIA, and noblemetals), based
upon empirical approaches.While such empiricalmethods are often not able to yield highly accurate results,
they can still be very useful, particularly for illustrating trends in properties of awide variety ofmaterials.
Anderson andNafe [84]ﬁrst proposed an empirical relationship between bulkmodulus and crystal volume
of the form B V x0 0» - , where x depends on the bonding type of solid. Cohen and co-authors [85, 86] studied a
number of covalent and ionic crystals, and deduced an analytical expression between the bulkmodulus and the
nearest-neighbor separation d for diamond and zincblende structures
B d 1971 220 , 70 3.5 l= -( ) ( )
whereλ is an empirical ionicity parameter accounting for the ionic character of the bonds. This relationshipwas
found to be appropriate for group IVA (λ=0), IIIA–VA (λ=1), and IIB–VIA (λ=2). For the IA–VIIA rock-
salt compounds, Cohen proposed
B d 550. 80 3 = ( )
A similar scaling ofB0d
3.5 for the rock-salt structurewas suggested by Schlosser [87, 88], and the cohesive energy
was discussed in terms of d as well. Aresti et al [89] studied the cohesive energy of zincblende solids using the
form
E d constant. 90 » ( )
According to the empirical expressions given by equations (7)–(9), an overestimation (underestimation) of
the lattice constant corresponds to an underestimation (overestimation) of the bulkmodulus or the cohesive
energy. In fact, for the present dataset all of theDFAs considered broadly follow this trend.
Figures 4 and 5 show the relative errors in the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies as a function of the
lattice-constant errors, using the LDA, PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 functionals for the 64 solids
divided into ﬁve classes. It can be seen thatmost data points are in the quadrants II and IV of theCartesian plane,
reﬂecting that the shorter the lattice constants, the larger the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies, and
vice versa. This indicates that thoseDFAs can predict the observed experimental trends (the inverse relationships
of bulkmoduli and cohesive energies with lattice constants). If one further looks into the errors concerning a
given type of solids, large differences can be found for speciﬁc functionals. For SC and IC, a nearlymonotonic
dependence is observed for the deviations of the bulkmoduli from experiment upon those of the lattice
constants using all the functionals tested, that is, the overestimated lattice constants is accompanied by the
underestimated bulkmoduli. It can also be observed that there is a better (‘linear’) correlation between the errors
from the PBE calculations, in comparisonwith, e.g., LDA, applied to the SC compounds, where half of the values
fall in the quadrant III, in disagreement with the empirical study based on experimental observations. Overall,
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the PBE functional yields themost consistent results with experiment, and it is themethod that reproduces
systematic trends in the cohesive properties of solids better than the other functionals.
Turning tometals (theMMandTMgroups), a noticeable scatter of the errors is found, e.g., from the LDA,
PBEsol, andM06-L calculations, with the inversely correlated behavior being somewhat captured by the PBE,
HSE06, and SCAN functionals. This also reﬂects the poor performance of LDA andM06-L, particularly in the
description ofmain-groupmetals. Finally, for the TMCNgroup, there is no clear trend shown by anymethod
used here.We note that no clear experimental correlations have been found between any pair of cohesive
properties for this class of solids (see ﬁgures 6 and 7), mainly due to themixed nature of themetallic, covalent,
and ionic bonding in these solids [90, 91].
The above ﬁndings suggest that the errors in different cohesive properties obtained fromDFT calculations
are correlated and systemdependent. In general, PBE shows superior performance to LDA, due to the inclusion
of the density gradient term for describing nonlocality in realistic systems. The improvement of PBEover LDA is
signiﬁcant formain-group and 3dmetals. For some semiconductors and ‘heavier’ 4d, 5d transitionmetals, the
cohesive properties are better predicted by LDA than by PBE (except for the cohesive energies).When it comes to
theM06-L functional, the present study shows that it can performwell for small andmedium-sized solids. This
can be ascribed to the fact that the parameters in theM06-L functional are obtained fromﬁts tomolecular
Figure 6.The experimental lattice constant as a function of the cohesive energy for selected semiconductors, ionic crystals andmetals.
The deﬁnitions of the ﬁve classes of solids are given asmain-groupmetals (MM), transitionmetals (TM), semiconductors (SC),
transitionmetal carbides and nitrides (TMCN), and ionic crystals (IC).
Figure 7.The experimental lattice constant as a function of the bulkmodulus for selected semiconductors, ionic crystals andmetals.
The dashed lines serve as a guide to the eye.
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systems, allowing it to describemid-range interactions to some extent, which can be seen from its good
performance for the ionic crystals considered here.
Furthermore, the current work suggests that investigating the relationships between errors in cohesive
properties can help us to understand performance and capability ofDFAs. In particular, it is found that the
system-dependent behavior of the cohesive properties is best reproduced at the PBE level. Indeed, by using the
PBE functional an increase of errors in bulkmoduli is accompanied by that in lattice constants formany solids in
the current dataset. This is consistent with the ﬁnding byGrabowski and co-authors, who discussed the
dependence of deviations given by the LDA and PBE functionals for fccmetals [57]. The behavior of the
increasing errors withmass, the ‘sizable error’ [92], can also be observed in the lattice constants. Inﬁgure 8, the
deviations of the calculated lattice constants from experiment are plotted as a function of their experimental
values for 24metals and 40 non-metals using the six functionals. One can see that themonotonic relationship,
indicating that the systematic error increases as the crystal unit-cell volume increases, is better reproduced by
PBE andHSE06, rather than LDA, PBEsol,M06-L or SCAN. The trend ismore pronounced in non-metals than
metals, in good agreementwith experiment (see ﬁgures 6 and 7). For 40 non-metallic solids, a nearlymonotonic
behavior is captured using PBE, while two separate regions are found usingM06-L.Our analysis suggests the
size-related error issue can be related to the lack of the long-range electron correlation in density
approximations, which is discussed further below.
3.4. Challenges formeta-GGA andhybrid functionals
The accurate prediction of both structural and energetic properties of bulk solids remains a difﬁcult task for
currentDFAs. The SCANmeta-GGA andHSE06 hybrid functionals, which belong to the third and the fourth
rungs of Jacob’s ladder, were speciﬁcally developed to improve upon conventional LDA andGGAs. Aswe have
seen, semiconductors (24 solids) and insulators (six solids) beneﬁt greatly from SCANandHSE06 for predicting
structural properties (a0 andB0): SCANyields remarkably accurate lattice constants (MAREs: 0.5% and 0.2%
versus 1.6% and 1.8%by PBE), bulkmoduli (MAREs: 4.4% and 3.8% versus 16% and 14.5%), whileHSE06
performs reasonably well for both properties, with the errors reduced bymore than a factor of two compared to
the PBE results. The SCAN functional improves on PBE for predicting all the three properties of semiconductor
and insulator solids simultaneously and this is clearly a substantial improvement for a semi-local DFA.
However, for transitionmetalsmeta and hybrid functionals generally yield no improvement in accuracy
overGGA functionals [28, 31, 92]. For the lattice constants, PBE yields fairly accurate results for 3dmetals, but
systematically overestimates them for 4d and 5dmetals, consistently underestimating both bulkmoduli and
cohesive energies. In particular, PBE fails to describe the cohesion in coinagemetals including Pd, Ag, Pt, and
Au. The averaged errors are about 2% larger in the lattice constants, 17% in the bulkmoduli, and 11% in the
cohesive energies for those fourmetals. Note that the size-related issue discussed in section 3.3, the increase of
the errorwith increasing nuclearmass, ismore pronounced here. The origin of this size-related error is not fully
understood, but it is likely that this can be related to the presence of self-interaction errors and/or the lack of the
long-range electron correlation in semi-local DFAs. As vdW interactions arise from the correlatedmotion of
electrons, they are larger inmagnitude for larger systems (i.e., withmore electrons), and constitute a signiﬁcant
part of the long-range electron correlation energy. The inclusion of the attractive vdWenergy helps shorten
bond lengths and stabilize the crystal.
The SCAN functional (as well asM06-L) capturesmid-range interactions to a certain extent, which can be
seen from its improved description for the interaction energies of the S22 dataset [34].When applied to solid
transitionmetals, our results suggest that SCAN achieves amajor improvement over PBE for 4d and 5d coinage
metals where the electron correlation becomesmore important between the almost ﬁlled d shells.M06-L also
performs better formedium-sized unit cells, but for those solids with a large unit-cell volume (heavy nuclear
mass), it performsworse than PBE for cohesive properties. This is also an indication that vdW interactions are
responsible for part of the deviations ofmodernDFAs, with themeta-GGA formof SCAN andM06-L allowing
them to capturemid-range vdW interactions. This likely accounts for some of the better performance of these
functionals for some systems.However, the long-range vdW interactions are stillmissing from these functionals
[36, 35], with the present study showing noticeable deviations from experiment for solid systems including 3d
metals, alkali and alkaline-earthmetals.
Part of these deviationswill also stem from self-interaction errors [93]. TheHSE06 hybrid functional,
partially counters self-interaction errors by admixing a fraction of exact exchange. As already seen in section 3.2
and other studies [48, 49], HSE06 yields improved performance on the cohesive properties ofmolecules,
semiconductors, and insulators.While formetallic systemsHSE06 performsworse than PBE, particularly for
the cohesive energies of transitionmetals, theHSE06 results deviate signiﬁcantly from experimental values,
mainly due to the incorrect treatment of localized d electrons. This illustrates both the impact of self-interaction
errors and the challenge of accounting for them. Therefore, given the different contributions thatDFAs need to
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account for (i.e., adding vdW interactions and correcting self-interaction errors), it is not surprising that
different semi-local and hybrid functionals underbind bulk solids and yield increased errors with increasing
system size (nearest-neighbor distance, lattice constant, or nuclearmass).
3.5. vdW interactions in bulk solids
As noted previously, one potential source of the size-related issues is the lack of a full description of vdW
interactions in the six functionals studied, particularly, the lack of long-range vdW interactions, which formpart
of the correlation energy. The importance of such interactions for bulk solids has become clearer in recent years
[80, 94]. In our previous study of six ionic and semiconductor solids, long-range vdW interactions were included
Figure 8.Deviations ofDFT lattice constants from experiment(Å) for 24metals (crosses) and 40 non-metals (solid squares) versus
their experimental lattice constants(Å) using the LDA, PBE, PBEsol, SCAN,M06-L, andHSE06 functionals. Some outliers are
explicitlymarked.
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usingC6 coefﬁcients derived fromaccurate dielectric functions. The inclusion of long-range vdW interactions
on top of the PBE andHSE06 functionals lead to a signiﬁcant improvement for the cohesive properties of the six
solids compared to the results without vdW interactions, and as a result the characteristic underbinding of PBE
andHSE06was largely remedied [80].
Here we extend this study to 23 semiconductors, comprising all of the SC group in the present study, apart
from tin. The vdW interactions have beenmodeled using themethod proposed by Tkatchenko etal [75], which
accounts for both short-range hybridization and long-range screening effects, seamlessly. As brieﬂy discussed in
section 2.3, recent studies demonstrated that screening effects become important in largemolecules and
materials [71, 75, 76]. Figure 9 shows theMAREs in the cohesive properties (a0,E0, andB0) obtained for the 23
semiconductors using the six functionals considered in the present study, alongside the results where three of the
functionals are augmentedwith long-range vdW interactions, speciﬁcally, PBE+vdW,M06-L+vdW, and
HSE06+vdW(corresponding data are shown in table SVIII). Employing PBE+vdW leads to a consistent
improvement in all three cohesive properties compared to PBE alone, reducing deviations from experiment
signiﬁcantly, especially for the lattice constants and bulkmoduli. This is unsurprising, as the trends for PBE
showed a size-related dependence for the deviations from experiment, with PBE performingworse for systems
with heavier elements and, hence, larger lattice constants. As such larger systemswill have a larger contribution
fromvdW interactions, augmenting PBEwith a vdW term clearly and understandably leads to improvement.
Turning toHSE06, again, all three cohesive properties are in better agreementwhen the functional is
augmentedwith a vdW term.Overall, HSE06+vdWyields themost accurate results among theDFT+vdW
approaches employed, solving the underbinding issue ofHSE06, and in fact leads to slight overbinding, with
overestimation of both cohesive energies and bulkmoduli. In contrast, augmentingM06-Lwith a vdW term
improves lattice constants and bulkmoduli but worsens theMARE in the cohesive energies, and as a result gives
mixed performance. This likely stems from the fact that the functional formofM06-L containsmany empirical
parameters that are determined throughﬁts tomolecular data. This will partly capture some vdW interactions,
but effects and contributions outside or beyond the dataset will not be captured, leading to limited
transferability. Similar toM06-L, the ability to capture somemid-range vdW interactions of SCAN,which has
been seen from the improved performance on e.g., the S22 set [34] and the bulk solids in this work,makes it
difﬁcult to further developDFT+vdWmethods. One of our co-authors [95] has recently illustrated this
particular issue of coupling vdW interactionswith semi-local functionals, pointing out that the effective range
(at which distanceﬂuctuations are correlated) of SCANdepends on system size. Capturing new or higher-level
contributions will always be a challenge for empirical functionals (MGGAs orGGAs). Developing new
functionals and augmenting existing ones with physicallymotivated contributions, such as long-range vdW
interactions,may often be easier starting froma non-empirical functional that is notﬁtted to speciﬁc types of
systems or interactions.
4. Conclusions
In this work the cohesive properties of 64 solids have been studied usingDFAs from rungs 1–4 of Jacob’s ladder
(LDA,GGA,MGGA, and hybrid functionals). As a precursor to comparing the calculated values to experiment,
Figure 9.Themean absolute relative error (MARE,%) obtainedwithin LDA, PBEsol, PBE, PBE+vdW,M06-L,M06-L+vdW, SCAN,
HSE06, andHSE06+vdWcompared to experimental data for the lattice constants a0, cohesive energies E0, and bulkmoduliB0, as an
average over 23 semiconductor solids (including groups IVA, IIIA–VA, and IIB–VIA).
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the importance of zero-point vibrational contributions has been explored and found to be signiﬁcant for certain
solids and properties, with the bulkmoduli, in particular, have a larger contribution fromZPE than lattice
constants or cohesive energies.
For the cohesive properties, the present study broadly reproduces thewell-known trends of the LDA and
PBE functionals. LDAdelivers fairly good predictions on the lattice constants and bulkmoduli of covalently-
bonded systems, however, the cohesive energies are considerably overestimatedwith aMAREof∼20%. PBE
predicts overall accurate cohesive energies for a diverse type of crystals and formetals andTMCN the
improvement over other existing functionals is pronounced.While PBEunderbinds signiﬁcantly, PBEsol and
HSE06 both improve on this, with PBEsol overbinding andHSE06 underbinding but to a lesser extent than PBE.
In comparison, theMGGAM06-L gives a better description than PBE for certain semiconductors and ionic
crystals, but yields poor prediction of bulkmoduli, while the SCAN functional is superior for the description of
cohesion in non-metallic solids.
By comparing theDFT results to experimental studies and empirical observations, trends in the
relationships between pairs of cohesive properties have been exploredwith all six functionals being able to
broadly reproduce the experimental trends.However, systematic differences are observed in the deviations of
theDFT results from the experimental data. As the experimental trends point to a clear relationship between the
lattice constant and both the bulkmodulus and the cohesive energy, it would be expected therefore, for
deviations of the bulkmoduli and the cohesive energies to be inversely related to those of the lattice constants.
The PBE functional reproduces this behavior better than other functionals, suggesting that PBEhas clear and
systematic reasons for its deviations from experiment.
Overall, none of the functionals tested here can be considered as a universalmethod that is better than the
others when applied to a broad range of solids. Considering the trends in deviations for different classes of solids
and different quantities (and between different quantities) can be fruitful for developing newDFAs. It is
noticeable that deviations from experiment increase for a number of functionals with larger unit-cell sizes (and
hence heavier atoms). Undoubtedly, some of the deviation stems from the lack of long-range vdW interactions
in these functionals, whichwill bemore signiﬁcant for heavier atoms. For 23 semiconductors, augmenting the
PBE andHSE06 functionals with a vdWcorrection leads to consistent improvements. However, augmenting the
empiricalMGGAM06-L leads to improvements in lattice constants and bulkmoduli, but worsens cohesive
energies. The current work reinforces the need to go beyond (semi-)local approaches for obtaining accurate
cohesive properties of bulk solids. It can also be concluded that some of the deviation stems from the lack of
long-range vdW interactions. PBE represents a natural starting point to add such long-range vdW interactions,
as its deviations from experiment are systematic andmore consistent than other functionals, and also because of
its computational efﬁciency.
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